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The need for brands to reinvent the way they communicate with customers and partners has 

hugely changed over the past few years. Businesses must be swift in meeting industry disruptions 

and agile in reacting to new commercial needs and end-user preferences. As such, customer 

experience (CX) is now the central focus of companies' digital transformation journeys.

Built as a combination of communications platforms and cloud computing, communications 

platforms as a service (CPaaSs) facilitate rapid development of real-time communications 

solutions that are easy to create and are scalable. These open cloud-based platforms offer a 

significantly more customized communications experience, along with communications application 

programing interfaces (APIs) for integration into back-end systems that enable enterprises to 

differentiate offerings and engage more immediately and easily with customers.

Infobip has established its presence and thought leadership in the CPaaS arena. In business for 

over fifteen years, Infobip has grown from a Croatia-founded emerging vendor into a well-

established and key player in the global CPaaS market. Infobip's key differentiators include its 

broad portfolio, global scale, and local support capabilities. The company has a global presence 

with offices in over 70 countries on six continents and completes more than 350 billion transactions 

per year. Infobip's recent acquisitions increased its scale and ability to service more geographies

and feature segments.

Infobip's cloud platform solution stack is comprehensive and spans the following:

 Connectivity platforms or telco solutions (including number offerings, identity services to 

banks, and IoT connectivity) 

 Developer solution offerings (with, for example, a full suite of APIs, including voice, SMS, 

RCS, email, chat apps, and OTT messaging services) 

 Business user solutions, which include a customer data platform (or CDP, called Infobip 

People), customer engagement hub (Moments), chatbot building platform (Answers), and 

digital-first cloud contact center solution (Conversations)

Its focus on data as a key pillar to its cloud communications platform as well as accessibility to 

developers, partners, and customers to participate in a looping ecosystem that supports value 

creation and exchange are pivotal in this data-driven future of industry ecosystems. 

As one of the leading vendors in the cloud communications platform market, Infobip will face 

challenges from new entrants and commoditization. M&As and increased collaboration will lead to 

further convergence between unified communications-as-a-service (UCaaS), contact center-as-a-

service (CCaaS), and CPaaS offerings and blur boundaries between these cloud-enabled services 

stacks. The increased use of artificial intelligence (AI) technology, rich data analytics, 5G, and 

protocols such as RCS will fuel ease of use, increase intelligence, and add value for CPaaS 

products and enable enterprises to optimize communications flows, omni-channel conversations, 

and customer engagement. 
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IDC believes Infobip is well positioned in addressing businesses' needs to accelerate digital 

transformation, improve customer success levels, and optimize operational efficiencies. We have 

identified Infobip's continuous innovation, appetite for growth, collaboration spirit, and customer-

centric mindset as key drivers of successful expansions and new avenues for revenue growth 

going forward.

IN THIS VENDOR PROFILE

This IDC Vendor Profile analyzes Infobip, a company competing in the cloud communications 

platform services segment. It provides insight into Infobip's communication platform solutions 

stack, which includes telco, developer, and business use case solutions and services. It also 

assesses Infobip's go-to-market model, investments into acquisitions, pricing, and product 

strategies. It provides insight into the competitive landscape and Infobip's differentiators, as well as 

essential guidance for Infobip to continue to grow its global footprint.

SITUATION OVERVIEW

Business disruption is being driven by digital transformation as companies across industries are 

being forced to change long-standing ways of doing business. Pressure is especially intense in 

consumer-oriented sectors such as retail/ecommerce, media/entertainment, travel/hospitality, and 

consumer electronics, where scale, speed, operational flexibility, and customer experience 

determine business success. Communication is integral to driving customer engagement, 

customer journey management, and overall customer experience. 

The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the shift from physical to digital channels of engagement 

with customers, partners, and other constituents such as patients and students. It triggered 

businesses to look for an easy and affordable way to embed real-time communications into 

vertical- and business-specific processes and applications to improve customer engagement and 

experience.

Built as a combination of communications platforms and cloud computing, CPaaS facilitates rapid 

development of real-time communications solutions that are easy to create and are scalable. 

These open cloud-based platforms offer a significantly more customized communications 

experience, along with communications APIs for integration into back-end systems that enable 

enterprises to differentiate offerings and engage more immediately and easily with customers.

APIs are becoming increasingly necessary for business applications to enhance customer 

engagement, notifications, service management, marketing automation, and business intelligence 

applications. CPaaS simplifies the process of embedding programmable voice and messaging 

features into personalized and cost-effective enterprise cloud applications. The result is that 

businesses have a better opportunity to reach stakeholders through multiple channels, leveraging 

both web and mobile formats.

Survey data from IDC's 2021 Enterprise Communications Surveys carried out in the U.S. as well 

as Europe show the adoption of CPaaS is well under way, with 57% of U.S. companies and 48% of 

EU organizations indicating current use of CPaaS. In the U.S., two-factor authentication was used 

by most participants (41%), followed by email and voice apps (e.g., contact center and interactive 

voice response, used by 36% and 34% respectively). In Europe, the most popular and used 

channel is email (used by 34%); followed by SMS/MMS notifications, videoconferencing/chat, and 

security (two-factor password identification), used by 29% of participants; and IP messaging 

(28%). 
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Key players in the pure-play CPaaS market segment have already moved beyond basic API

functions to integrate platforms that offer a suite of services and bring APIs to a new layer of 

knowledge workers (beyond developers), the C-suite, and new segments such as contact center 

and IoT. Although CPaaS vendors have been extending their offerings to include these low-code 

compilers (flow builders) for the non-tech savvy audience, results from both surveys show that 

usage of this type of product is still nascent.

The CPaaS market is increasingly becoming a competitive market. Many players are eager to 

increase market shares, reflected by international expansion through organic growth and 

acquisitions. M&A was a prominent aspect of the market in late 2020 and throughout 2021 as 

many leading vendors made acquisitions to increase scale and service a more geographies and/or 

feature segments such as CDPs for richer data analytics empowerment. Aside from consolidation 

in the CPaaS market, established global brands in the networking, software, and unified 

communications and collaboration (UC&C) space as well as CSPs are also enriching their existing 

product and services portfolios with CPaaS through acquisitions or in-house development of API 

provisioning and integration.

Company Overview

Founded in 2006, global CPaaS provider Infobip is headquartered in London, U.K., and has more 

than 3,700 employees across more than 70 offices worldwide. The vendor's global cloud 

communications platform consists of more than 40 datacenters — which exclude Peerless 

Networks as its acquisition by Infoblip still needs to be approved, most likely in 2H22 — and more 

than 700 direct operator (MNO network) connections. The company generated more than 350 

billion interactions (with more than 200 billion SMSs) in 2021.

Infobip's Communications Platform Solutions and Services

Figure 1 provides an insight into Infobip's Communication Platform solutions stack. The CPaaS 

vendor identifies three main solution segments: telco solutions, developer solutions, and business 

user solutions.
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FIGURE 1

Infobip's Solutions Stack

Source: IDC, 2022

The telco infrastructure layer consists of modular infrastructure solutions that can be deployed on 

premises or from the (public) cloud and are targeted at telecom providers. Infobip's telco solutions 

consist of:

 Messaging Firewall. This is a filtering appliance for MNOs that helps protect their 
application-to-person (A2P) revenues and shield their subscribers from unwanted SMS 

traffic.

 SMSC. This is an A2P and SMS center that stores, forwards, converts, and delivers SMS 

messages within the telecom network

 SMS and RCS interconnectivity services (Messaging Hub).

 A2P RCS Messaging Platform Messaging as a Platform (MaaP). This messaging platform
enables MNOs to control and monetize their A2P RCS traffic through standardized 

interfaces for chatbots and plug-ins.

Infobip's developer solutions consist of:

 Network interface and management. Infobip provides solutions that help manage an 
inventory of numbers (virtual long numbers, short codes, 10DLC) in more than 50 

countries (Numbers), with capability for various channels such as SMS, voice, or 
WhatsApp; inventory and management of global IoT cards (Things) and services such as 
number lookup, email validation, number intelligence (to support identity verification and 

fraud detection), and interconnection services with the stack (SIP, SMPP, Enum, etc.)

 Programmable channels or API sets. These tools enable developers to communicate with 

customers via messaging (e.g., SMS, RCS, chat apps, push and social), voice (including 
voice messaging, text to speech, speech to text, IVR, recording, answering machine 
detection and SIP trunking), video (e.g., one on one, conferencing, recording), email, and 

authentication.
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 Building blocks that are basically a set of APIs designed around a specific use case and 
orchestrate multiple programmable channel functions. These building blocks include a set 

of APIs that enable developers to build their own CDP called People API, create 
multichannel notification experiences (notifications), perform identity proofing and 
authentication of users, moderate communication across both sides of the marketplace 

(anonymization), add AI automation to their communications use cases, build a modular 
contact center based on conversational experiences, and help detect potentially fraudulent 

activities (signals). 

Infobip's business user solutions are software applications built on top of the telco and developer 

solution stack. These SaaS offerings consist of People (CDP), Moments (omni-channel customer 

engagement), Answers (omni-channel chatbot platform), and Conversations (omni-channel contact 

center) solutions and services.

Infobip's Marketplace can be seen as an extra layer to its solutions stack and is accessible for 

developers, system integrators (SIs), independent software vendors (ISVs) and customers to 

publish and consume applications built on the platform. Data is pivotal to Infobip's product vision; it 

is the foundation of its overall platform offering to drive personalization, optimization, and 

innovation. Also underpinning its product vision is the open and accessible nature of its platform,

enabling partners, customers, and developers to participate in the co-creation of new and 

intelligent products and services.

Company Strategy

Go-to-Market Model

Infobip's go-to-market model is client direct as well as partner, developer, and self-service led. The 

vendor mostly goes direct to market in the case of large enterprises and multinationals to whom it 

sells its telco, developer, and business user solutions. As its main product is CPaaS, Infobip also 

focuses on the developer ecosystem to reach out to customers and ultimately grow its customer 

base. The company aims to increase its focus on developers to capture customers earlier in their 

life cycle and increase the share of the enterprise space.

The cloud communications platform provider identifies another key go-to-market strategy, which is 

all about self-service and is mainly targeted at the midmarket. Infobip sees the combination of

inside sales with self-service functions as focal to execute on its product-led growth strategy, which 

is typically based on the conversion of freemium or free trial accounts into paid licenses and 

commitments. It also enables customers to build out product and services requirements in a 

modular way. As part of its direct sales model, Infobip has established a customer journey 

management tool to optimize customer success levels as well as operational efficiencies.

Customers 

Driven by cloud and mobility, the communications market has become platform driven and 

convergence in the value chain has further shifted it toward coopetition, where customers can also 

be partners and even suppliers of the same company. Infobip identifies the following key customer 

market segments that are part of its direct sales and indirect sales models:

 Digital natives. These are typically B2C businesses born out of the internet with a mobile-
first focus. Digital natives are characterized by shorter sales cycles as well as higher levels
of technical understanding, agility, and scalability. It is a customer segment with fast-

growth potential, which is also beneficial for Infobip. Digital natives are found in sectors 
such as fintech, ecommerce, and on-demand services. Customer examples include Uber, 

Delivery Hero, and Bolt. 
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 Enterprise. Companies in this customer segment are typically traditional brick-and-mortar 
businesses looking to digitally transform and increase their customer engagement. Longer 

sales cycles and longer integration due to legacy systems are not unusual. Customer 
examples can be found in the financial services, retail, transportation and logistics, 
hospitality, and consumer goods sectors, such as Raiffeisen Bank International, Burger 

King, and LG. 

 Platforms. These are B2B2C-focused businesses that sell their solutions to organizations 

with customer-centric communication services' needs. These types of customers enable
Infobip to grow its services span as they grow their customer bases and scale 
exponentially. Customer examples include marketing automation, CRM, and contact 

center companies such as Braze, Salesforce, Adobe, Microsoft Dynamics, AWS, and 

Amazon Connect.

 Wholesale. Clients in this segment are message aggregators or sellers/resellers of CPaaS 
(e.g., CPaaS providers) that leverage Infobip's capabilities and coverage for the specific 

regions in which they operate. 

 Telcos. Telecom companies are important to Infobip as they are customers that deploy 
Infobip's solutions for their own operations as well as for customer engagement and 

satisfaction (e.g., Infobip's omni-channel solutions are used by telcos to increase customer 
engagement internally as well as externally). Telcos also sell Infobip's SaaS and CPaaS 
solutions to their business customers to unlock new revenue streams and increase usage 

of core telecoms services such as SMS, RCS, voice, data/IoT, and numbering. Infobip's 
tier 1 firewall solutions protect telecom end customers from unwanted SMS and secure 
A2P SMS revenue. Omni-channel firewalls are implemented in the core telecom networks, 

protecting more than 120 operators worldwide, which equates to 1.1 billion protected 

mobile subscribers globally. 

What distinguishes carriers from other customer segments is that they serve as partners as well as 

suppliers to Infobip. Carriers provide the necessary connectivity services that are a pivotal part of 

Infobip's cloud communications solution and services stack. Interesting examples of carrier 

customer wins and partnerships are with Vodafone and Telekom Deutschland (DT AG). Vodafone 

deploys Infobip's Mobile Identity solution, which enables businesses to easily verify customers via 

their mobile phone numbers across every stage of the journey, from account activation and 

onboarding to payment and app download. DT AG, which already had enabled RCS, deploys 

Infobip's omni-channel engagement and customer service platform to provide its customers with 

rich media SMS/texts. Higher engagement and customer interaction rates combined with customer 

services efficiency gains doubled DT AG's overall campaign performance rates.

Today, Infobip serves a customer base of around 7,500 global enterprises as well as digital natives 

in several industry sectors (e.g., over 1,100 ecommerce companies; nearly 1,700 financial 

institutions/banks; and more than 1,000 technology companies). Infobip currently has more than 

700 direct telecom connections on which it has built the platform. From an indirect sales model 

perspective, Infobip's key focus is to further grow the business via its "platform" and "telco"

offerings.

Partners

Infobip's customer segments (i.e., platforms, wholesale, and telcos) also represent the vendor's 

well-established partner ecosystem through which it sells its CPaaS and SaaS stack of services 

indirectly to end customers. In addition to its direct sales machine, Infobip has been exerting much 

effort into increasing its partner base to go to market and sell its services. As a result, the 

company's indirect channel sales have shown stellar growth over the past few years.

As part of its partner model strategy, Infobip categorizes its partner segments into global and local 

technology partners, product partners, consulting and services partners, and telco partners. 
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Underpinning Infobip's partner strategy model is its Partner Connect Program. Enhancements to 

this partner program that were implemented as of late 2020 included the introduction of partner 

managers to increase in-person engagement as well as an increased level of digital engagement 

via Infobip's Partner Relationship Management model, which was introduced in late 2021.

SIs, VARs, BPOs, consultancies, marketing and digital agencies, ISVs, and custom software 

developers are among the types of organizations that are currently part of Infobip's partner 

program. Infobip has more than 280 channel partners with which it can sell products and solutions 

in regional and international markets. Since the introduction of the enhanced Partner Connect 

Program, Infobip has seen strategic channel partnerships triple to 280 in 2021. 

Technology partnerships include collaboration with the likes of Salesforce, Adobe, ServiceNow, 

Oracle, Microsoft Azure, Zapier, Acoustic, and Creatio. Key product partners include WhatsApp, 

Rakuten, Viber, Apple Business Chat, Google, and WeChat. Key consulting and services partners 

include NTT Data, Orange Business Services, Tech Mahindra, Konecta, Dataconsult, and TBI. 

Telco partners include basically all major carriers with global operations as well as many local 

operators.

Mergers and Acquisitions

Infobip has invested heavily into growing its business organically; it has also made several 

important acquisitions over the past decade to increase scale and to service a broader geographic 

basis and segments. Strategic acquisitions in the past two years include OpenMarket, Anam, Shift,

and Peerless Network. The acquisition of Peerless Network has not closed as of writing but will 

likely be completed in 2Q22. The acquisition of OpenMarket was mainly to strengthen the U.S.

platform and leverage its large market share in U.S. short-code A2P SMS traffic, while the Anam 

acquisition strengthened Infobip's product stack for MNOs (specifically due to its SMS firewall 

capabilities). The aggregation of Infobip's and Anam's MNO Firewall deployments — together 

protecting 1.1 billion mobile subscribers across 120 networks — has hugely bolstered Infobip's 

position in the market and will most likely make its SMS firewall offering an even more attractive 

option for other MNO prospects interested in these services.

Infobip purchased the Shift Developer Conference (with headquarters in Croatia and a strong 

footprint in Southeast Europe) in 2021. This acquisition will help Infobip move up the value chain 

(or industry ecosystem extension) from a marketing perspective. Infobip's announced acquisition of 

U.S.-headquartered Peerless Network in November 2021 is clearly targeted at increasing its voice 

network coverage and capabilities in the U.S. 

These recent acquisitions clearly show that Infobip's expansion in the U.S. region has been mostly 

about increasing its coverage and capabilities. Its acquisitions in Europe, where it has already 

established a large network and footprint, mostly focus on co-creation and industry ecosystem 

establishments. 

Pricing Models

Infobip's CPaaS products are consumption based and reflect a pay-as-you-go pricing model. 

Usage is metered by network or channel consumption (voice, video minutes, messages volumes)

for which geo-based tiering (per region, country, and network) is applicable. Discounts are volume 

and tier based whereas packaging can be available on a basis of committed use (time, amounts), 

by combining features and consumption as well as bundling channels and software. Pricing for 

add-ons is done separately and can include utilities (e.g., recording, storage, and IP addresses) as 

well as products such as advanced analytics and insights.
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All SaaS products are charged monthly and according to process or activity specific value metrics 

such as monthly engaged persons, agents, or sessions. Many SaaS pricing plans are tailored to 

clients' needs and growth and differentiated by the number and level of features and/or unit costs 

included in the plan. All advanced features are included in the large-scale packages to ensure 

pricing model simplicity.

Professional services and support are priced separately and are evidently based on the level of 

services such as onboarding, implementation, or training provided. Professional services packages 

are provided for starters and enterprises and tailored to specific market segment size and 

(business) needs. Support packages are optional with SaaS products and available in the following 

levels: Basic, Advanced, Premium, and Professional. 

Competition

Infobip's competitors typically include other key CPaaS providers that provide cloud 

communications platform API's, solutions, and services. Although the market is characterized by 

convergence of communications and technology companies and their products, we can identify the 

following CPaaS provider segments to be competing in the CPaaS market. Pure-play CPaaS 

providers and A2P messaging providers such as Twilio, MessageBird, Bandwidth, Sinch, and 

CM.com belong to the most direct competitive segment. 

SaaS and software providers such as Oracle, SAP Digital Interconnect, and Kandy (now part of 

AVCTechnologies) as well as CSPs and VoiP service providers with CPaaS (e.g., AT&T, KPN, 

Flowroute, Tata Communications, RingCentral, Vonage, and 8x8) play different roles in the value 

chain for Infobip, ranging from customers to partners to competitors. 

Telephony equipment and collaboration vendors' products for business communications and 

contact center services are also increasingly adding CPaaS to their portfolio of services. This 

category includes vendors such as Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise (Rainbow), Avaya (Zang), and Cisco 

(imimobile).

Infobip's Differentiation

In business for over 15 years, Infobip has grown from a Croatia-founded emerging vendor into a 

well-established thought leader in the global CPaaS market. Infobip's key differentiators include its 

broad portfolio, global scale, local touch, and high quality of service. The company has a global 

presence with offices in over 70 countries on six continents and completes more than 350 billion 

transactions per year. Infobip has a great reputation for reliability, a good price-quality ratio due to 

its large number of direct connections, and solid round-the-clock support. 

The vendor's cloud platform solution stack is comprehensive: it covers connectivity platforms or 

telco solutions (including number offering, identity services to banks, and IoT connectivity),

developer solution offerings (with features such as a full suite of APIs, including voice, SMS, RCS, 

email, chat apps, and OTT messaging services), and business user solutions, including

Conversations, contact center integration, and customer data integration. Infobip is among a few 

vendors that provide a true omni-channel services offering. 

All these make Infobip a full-stack vendor which, along with deployment of its owned infrastructure 

of media gateways across the globe, enables it to better control its solutions and services and 

deliver against high-quality service levels. Infobip's end user-focused growth model, also known as 

its product-led growth strategy, seems successful as it enables the vendor to build out its services 

stack to customers in a modular way, enabling it to better focus on every (added) product 

implementation and respond faster to potential problems. 
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Infobip's aim to work closely with customers on solution requirements is underpinned by its co-

creation model and reflects the vendor's focus on upfront and active engagement throughout the 

entire customer journey. It is closely related to Infobip's ambitions around managing customer 

success and bringing CX measurability and accountability to the forefront of customer account 

management by delivering desired customer outcomes.

As part of an enterprise-grade services stack and security services, it is crucial for CPaaS 

providers to establish their credentials in a variety of compliance and regulatory issues. For many 

global enterprises, Europe can be a challenging market due to the need to comply with country-

specific regulations as well as overarching EU regulations. Considering its large footprint and 

coverage in the region, Infobip has established a high level of expertise in data privacy regulations 

and compliance at a country level as well as a regional level (e.g., GDPR). This is of great value to 

many businesses that consider Europe as an important part of their addressable market and need 

to rely on this kind of expertise.

From a commercial perspective, Infobip has clearly exerted much effort into building its go-to-

market machine, expanding its routes to market and making its solutions stack accessible to 

different audiences, from developers to less tech-savvy lines of business. Its focus on delivering

high-quality services, co-creation, and customer success management exhibits its outside-in 

customer-centric attitude and thought leadership in the CPaaS market.

FUTURE OUTLOOK

CPaaS will continue to be driven by customer engagement and digital transformation. As 

companies migrate to the cloud and leverage digital infrastructure, customer engagement will 

become increasingly important. Conversation APIs will remain an important focus area for the 

CPaaS market. Demand for more personalization in every customer interaction is driving the need 

to optimize customer engagement management through multichannel interactions, ongoing 

"conversational" engagement flows, and the right customer data platform. It is a top priority for 

marketing and customer services and part of a larger customer fulfillment loop that includes pre-

sales, transaction, and post-sales.

With the proliferation of channels, advances in technologies such as AI and machine learning (ML), 

and ever-evolving customer expectations, there is an increasing need for a next-generation CPaaS 

that can automate and orchestrate customer interactions. The increased use of AI technology, rich 

data analytics, 5G, and protocols such as RCS will fuel ease of use, increase intelligence, and add 

value to CPaaS products; it will enable enterprises to optimize communications flows, omni-

channel conversations, and customer engagement. 

The rapid growth of the CPaaS market is attracting billions in investment from venture capitalists 

and other sources and this will continue into 2022. M&A will continue to ramp up as vendors and 

services providers with different technology and services backgrounds will want to include CPaaS 

and API integration in their portfolios to provide management of multichannel communications, 

optimize workflows, and enhance employee and customer experience across communication flows 

to organizations of all sizes and industries.

Aside from M&A developments, collaboration will also increase between CPaaS and SaaS 

vendors, networking companies, CSPs, and end users (businesses) to bring forth innovative 

products and services in a digital ecosystem and platform of co-creation that is characterized by 

cloud (communications), open source, and API integrations. M&As and increased collaboration will 

lead to further convergence between UCaaS, CCaaS, and CPaaS offerings and blur boundaries 

between these cloud-enabled services stacks. 
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With so many providers in the market delivering a multitude of offerings and pricing models, it is

not always clear for enterprises what CPaaS offering from which provider suits best with their 

business processes and strategies. In addition, enterprises' shift from buying prepackaged 

software stacks to buying cloud platform–based middleware for building differentiated applications 

and services can be challenging due to their lack of clarity and knowledge. With the help of 

channel partners, CPaaS vendors will increasingly move beyond consumption-based CPaaS 

offerings to license-based models. They will beef up their professional services capabilities, which 

are needed to guide customers in rethinking their business and communication workflows to 

become digital resilient and successful businesses.

ESSENTIAL GUIDANCE

Advice for Infobip

Infobip has established a global footprint and strong capabilities in the CPaaS market with its 

broad portfolio for enterprises as well as a carrier-grade service offering, which is an imperative 

foundation for many network operators to deliver global messaging services. IDC believes Infobip 

is well under way in fulfilling its vision to "be the invisible force that reimagines a world of 

conversation" and applauds its investment appetite for growth, its focus on data as a key pillar to 

its cloud communications platform, and accessibility to developers, partners, and customers to 

participate in a looping ecosystem that supports (co-) value creation, innovation, and exchange.

Despite Infobip's established footprint in the market and clear differentiators, it is facing competition 

from established CPaaS providers, new entrants, and a changing market landscape. IDC believes

Infobip needs to consider the following to continue its growth trajectory:

 Infobip's vision to be an invisible force reflects its modest nature, which is a great virtue,

but to establish thought leadership, visibility is key. Despite its global presence and 
expertise, the vendor needs to invest in increasing market and brand awareness and to 
augment visibility of its strength and capabilities to further grow opportunities and expand 

its footprint.

 Infobip needs to advocate the benefits of its broad-ranging solutions stack that is 

composed of modular building blocks that can address different needs of different users. It 
needs to leverage successful (vertical) use cases to portray how its solutions have helped 
customers expand through its global strength as well as local touch, increase ROI and

customer success, and deliver on key business KPIs.

 Aside from a comprehensive portfolio, Infobip will want to boost recognition for its 

collaboration-, data-, and customer-centric mindset when it comes to enabling accessible 

marketplaces for industry ecosystems' joint value (chain) and co-creation.

 Although Infobip has made great strides to increase its partner base and align its sales 
machine to defined partner segments' requirements, revenue generation will need to 
reflect a similar shift to indirect sales as a more balanced (direct–versus-indirect) revenue 

model will further fortify the company's solid financial position.

 With commoditization and price erosion in mind, Infobip will need to up the ante in building 

out its professional services as well as its CCaaS resources and expertise to turn them into 
additional growth vectors without losing its relevance and value to its service providers 

partner base.
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